Follow Participant's Guide: No Experience Necessary
Synopsis

Lots of people think Christianity is all about doing what Jesus says. But what if doing what Jesus says isn’t what Jesus says to do at all? Jesus’ invitation is an invitation to relationship, and it begins with a simple request: follow me. Religion says “Change and you can join us.” • Jesus says, “Join us and you will change.” • There’s a huge difference. Jesus doesn’t expect people to be perfect. He just wants them to follow him. Being a sinner doesn’t disqualify anyone. Being an unbeliever doesn’t disqualify anyone. In fact, following almost always begins with a sinner and unbeliever taking one small step. In this eight-session video-based Bible study, Andy Stanley takes small groups on a journey through the Gospels as he traces Jesus’ teaching on what it means to follow. Sessions include: Jesus Says Next Steps Fearless Follow Wear The Fine Print What I Want to Want Leading Great Unfollowers Designed for use with Follow: A DVD Study (sold separately).
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Customer Reviews

This series is awesome and the study is one of the best I’ve ever led. The questions are great....they are designed to promote interaction and responses from your group. The video is just right--long enough to get the point across but not too long to put anyone to sleep (especially important if doing an evening study). Andy’s style is energetic, comfortable, transparent and engaging mixed in with humor. Andy Stanley really turns upside down the traditional thinking of what it means to follow Jesus. This study not only challenges our thinking but opens our eyes to the exciting journey of truly following Christ. This study is great for anyone whether skeptics, new believers or long-time Christ followers.
Another great study from Andy Stanley. His easy and direct style is great for teaching these all important lessons. We are using it for both our men’s and women’s studies. 8 sessions. There is a leaders guide section at the back of the book. This DVD would be fine on its own but the study guide helps to prepare the participants and guides discussion.

Another great study from Andy Stanley. His easy and direct style is great for teaching these all important lessons. We are using it for both our men’s and women’s studies. 8 sessions. There is a leaders guide section at the back of the book. This DVD would be fine on its own but the study guide helps to prepare the participants and guides discussion.

Good accompanying guide to the Follow DVD series. Discussion questions are a little too general and can be a bit weak. The narrative is a good recap of the lesson and is a good source for providing a written recap to your group. The DVD series is really good.

Awesome. Amazing. Thought-provoking. Powerful. Clear. Highly, highly, highly recommend! We’re using it as Sunday School fodder and it is creating much-needed candor between our participants. Love Andy Stanley! He and his staff truly have important things to say, share and plenty of food for thought.

Wonderful Study for everyone, regardless of your walk with Jesus. New beginners and experienced Bible scholars and everyone in between will benefit from Andy Stanley’s fresh approach. The video teaching lessons are free online to everyone. This will be a popular study for a long time.

Using in weekly Bible study group.

Fantastic Group Bible Study.
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For 95% Bar Essays: Reaching the ‘A’ grade on a law school exam or bar essay involves two simple things: Follow the template and second, follow it well. Las 21 Leyes Irrefutables Del Liderazgo [The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership]: Siga estas leyes, y la gente lo seguirá a usted